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opportunities through delivery of consistent quality supply and ensuring we are fit for the future.

As part of the planned week objectives there is always time set aside for a study tour and this year we took a trip to visit the Scottish Salmon Company’s seawater farm called “Sgeir Dughall” which is positioned in a very open sea location within the Loch Torridon cluster of farms.

The scenery around Loch Torridon and the coastline is breath taking and the farm has been planned and situated to blend in with its surroundings.

This farm is relatively new and is a multi-million pound capital investment within the Fusion Triton Seawater enclosures and a substantial feed barge. All the staff, equipment, logistics and support services all come with a commitment to farm sustainably and maintain environmental excellence and with this access to the very best aquaculture equipment the demanding requirements made of them can be met.

The farm has been chosen through ways of working with an all-inclusive stakeholder group with all near neighbours and this working together concept can promote innovative solutions and ensure successful completion of these large capital projects, which is good for local jobs and tremendous for the reputation for Scottish farmed fish.

The farm visit was a great success taking a trip out on the “MV Seaflower” which is a local sea cruise boat run by father Kenny and daughter Gemma Livingston who we were kind enough to provide us with another well-known seafood delicacy the Loch Torridon Langoustine which is not to be missed.